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ABSTRACT 

Understanding anatomical variations, as well as, normal anatomy of the muscles and 

tendons of the hand is vital for successful clinical evaluation and surgery. A number of 

extensor muscle and tendon variations have been reported in the literature including 

duplication, triplication, and absence. We report a rare anatomical variation that includes 

bilateral absence of the extensor indicis (EI) muscles and bilateral duplication of the 

extensor digitorum (ED) tendon to the second digit in the forearm of an 83-year-old male 

cadaver during routine upper limbs dissection. In the present case, only three muscles were 

present in the deep compartment: extensor pollicis longus (EPL), extensor pollicis brevis 

(EPB), and abductor pollicis longus (APL) with bilateral absence of EI. The reported 

prevalence of bilateral absence of EI muscle and tendon ranges from 0.5 to 3.5%  [1, 26]. 
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The prevalence of an additional index tendon arising bilaterally from the ED muscle belly 

is 3.2 % of the population [1]. Extension of the index finger is governed by the actions of 

EI and ED. However, the four tendons of ED are linked to each other by juncturae 

tendinum (JT), restricting independent extension of the digits in certain postures, e.g. when 

the hand is fisted. With fisted hand, EI controls extension of the index finger. Clinically, EI 

tendons are used for tendon reconstruction procedures to restore function to the hand and 

thumb after trauma or tendon rupture. This report highlights the importance of anticipating 

anatomical variations and conducting pre-operative evaluations to confirm the presence of 

EI when planning tendon transfer procedures.  

Key words: extensor indicis, forearm, congenital, index finger, hand 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Thorough knowledge of the arrangement of tendons on the dorsum of the hand is 

essential when performing surgical procedures for tendon repair or tendon transfer within 

the hand. The extensor muscle-tendon units serving the second digit include extensor 

indicis (EI) and extensor digitorum (ED). EI attaches proximally to the posterior surface of 

the distal third of the ulna and interosseous membrane and passes distally through the 

fourth dorsal compartment of the wrist together with ED tendons. The EI tendon travels on 

the ulnar side of the ED index tendon to insert into the extensor expansion of the second 

digit [4]. Typically, EI produces extension of the second digit at the metacarpophalangeal, 

proximal, and distal interphalangeal joints independent of the ED index tendon [9, 12]. It 

serves this function regardless of hand posture. 

The four tendons of ED arise proximally from a common muscle belly attached to 

the lateral epicondyle of the humerus, and insert distally into the extensor hoods on the 

dorsum of the second through fifth metacarpal heads [8]. Just proximal to the 

metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints, the ED tendons are joined to each other by oblique 

connective tissue bands, juncturae tendinum (JT) [6]. ED produces extension of the digits 

primarily at the MCP joints and secondarily at the interphalangeal joints. However, due to 

the JT, digital extension is restricted in certain postures such as fisted hand.  
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Instances of EI variants, including multiple tendon slips [9, 15, 16] or absence of 

the tendon [8, 10, 19], have been noted in the literature. Absence of the EI muscle-tendon 

unit is very uncommon with a reported prevalence of 0.5-3.5% in previous meta-analyses 

[8, 25]. Only two case reports describe the absence of EI bilaterally[22, 26]. Variations of 

the ED attachment to the second digit are also uncommon, with double slip tendon variants 

observed at a prevalence of 3.2% [1]. 

EI tendons are commonly used in tendon transfer procedures to reconstruct the 

abductor pollicis longus (APL) or extensor pollicis longus (EPL) tendons. Because the 

index finger receives the ED tendon as well as the EI tendon, it should maintain the ability 

to extend if the EI tendon is removed [11, 14]. It is critical, therefore, to be aware of 

variations of the EI muscle, especially those that involve absence of its tendon to evaluate 

patients prior to tendon transfer surgery [13, 17]. We report a case of bilateral absence of 

the EI muscle-tendon unit and bilateral presence of an additional tendon slip arising from 

ED to the second digit. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS AND RESULTS 

During routine dissection of an 83-year-old male cadaver at the Albert Einstein 

College of Medicine, Bronx, NY, the extensor compartments of the forearms and dorsum 

of the hands were dissected by removing the skin and fascia to visualize the underlying 

muscles. The extensor muscles were identified and their tendons cleaned and followed to 

their distal attachments. Both the muscle belly and tendon of the EI were absent bilaterally.  

And, bilaterally, an additional tendon slip arose from the ED muscle belly and inserted at 

the second digit (Figure 2B-2C). The presumptive normal tendon of ED to the second digit 

was connected with the other ED tendons via juncturae tendinum (JT). On close 

observation, the JT were thin fascia-like tissues, as opposed to dense fibrous tissues. This 

quality confers a wider range of mobility for independent digital extension. No surgical 

incisions were found on either hand or forearm, suggesting that no surgical procedures had 

been performed. Further inspection of the extensor compartment showed only three 

muscles arising from the posterior surface of the radius, ulna, and interosseous membrane 
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(Figure 1B – 1C). These three muscles were the EPL, extensor pollicis brevis (EPB), and 

APL.  

 

DISCUSSION 

The normal presentation of EI is one muscle belly attached to the posterior surface 

of the ulna and interosseous membrane with one tendon descending to the extensor 

aponeurosis of the second digit. The EI tendon typically runs deep, ulnar and parallel to the 

ED index tendon. Studies of the dorsum of the hand indicate that variations in tendons to 

the second digit are rare [1, 6]. An extensive literature review revealed only two case 

reports of bilateral absence of the EI similar to our case [22, 26]. Additionally, Bergman’s 

Comprehensive Encyclopedia of Human Anatomic Variation reports that muscles of the 

index finger are rarely absent, however, the authors do not indicate the prevalence of 

absent EI [2]. An early study of 263 upper extremities did not report absent EI [5] . 

However, in the same study Cauldwell referenced 5 cases of absent EI muscle that were 

published between 1806 and 1936 [5] . It was not indicated whether these were unilateral 

or bilateral. Hence, the current case of bilateral complete absence of EI is rare.  

Furthermore, the current case is unique due to the presence of bilateral additional 

tendon slips arising from the ED muscle belly to the second digit.  A thorough literature 

review indicated that variations, in the form of additional tendons to the index finger, were 

observed in two categories. In the first category, the additional tendon did not arise from 

ED but arose as a separate muscle either from the radius [20, 24] or the ulna [10]. In the 

second category, the additional tendon to the index finger arose from ED [3].  A 

dissection-based study of 13 cadavers found two cases (7.69%) in which the ED tendon to 

the index finger originated as 2 tendons that fused before reaching the MCP joint and 

inserted into the extensor expansion of the index finger as a single tendon [1]. In the study 

conducted by Abdel-Hamid [1], on 95 upper limbs reported 3 cases (3.2%) of double 

tendons arising from the ED going to the index finger. In the current case, the ED gave two 

tendons that inserted at the index finger as two tendons. The other three ED tendons, one to 

each digit 3-5, were typical. Another dissection-based study of 54 upper limbs did not 

report double tendons that arose from ED to index finger [6].   
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In summary, the findings of bilateral absence of the EI muscle-tendon [22, 26] and 

additional slip of ED tendon to index finger have been reported as separate occurrences. 

The current case is unique in having both variations - bilateral absence of the EI muscle-

tendon unit with the presence of bilateral additional tendon slip from ED that inserted onto 

the index finger.  

The functional test for the presence of EI is independent extension of the index 

finger with the hand fisted. In the complete absence of EI, ED is responsible for extending 

the index finger. However, the four ED tendons are connected to each other by juncturae 

tendinum (JT) that limit independent extension of the digits. Von Schroeder et al. [23] 

described three types of JTs : Type 1 (thin, fascia-like), Type 2 (thicker, fibrous), and Type 

3 (thickest, tendinous band). Yammine [24] reported the prevalence of JT between the 

index finger and middle finger as Type 1 (95%), Type 2 (5%), and Type 3 (0%). 

Furthermore, they showed that Type 1 JTs accommodated independent extension of the 

four medial digits whereas Type 2 and 3 JTs were restrictive [24]. In the present case, we 

observed thin fascia-like JTs similar to that described as Type 1. We speculate that the 

individual, when living, may have had the ability to independently extend the index fingers 

in the absence of EI. 

It is most likely that variations in limb musculoskeletal development resulted in the 

bilateral absence of the EI muscle-tendon unit and the bilateral presence of additional 

tendon slips arising from the ED muscle bellies. During embryological development the 

extensor muscle mass of the forearm differentiates into three sections: radial, superficial 

and deep [18]. The radial section gives rise to brachioradialis, and extensor carpi radialis 

longus and brevis. The remaining portion of muscle mass divides into superficial and deep 

sections. The superficial section differentiates into extensor carpi ulnaris, extensor 

digitorum, and extensor digiti minimi, and is highly evolutionarily conserved [23]. The 

deep section, which has undergone the most significant evolutionary variation, gives rise to 

the extensor indicis, abductor pollicis longus, and extensor pollicis longus and brevis [10]. 

These observations are consistent with the variations identified in the present case, 

although they don’t address the bilateral versus unilateral nature of the anomalies. 
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Clinically, absence of the EI tendon results in significant consequences, as it is the 

tendon most commonly used for reconstruction of the extensor pollicis longus (EPL) and 

abductor pollicis longus (AbPL) tendons [17, 21]. Spontaneous rupture of the EPL tendon, 

occurring most frequently in patients with rheumatoid arthritis but also secondary to direct 

trauma and distal radial fracture, results in decreased capacity for extension at the 

interphalangeal and metacarpophalangeal joints of the thumb [17, 21]. Tendon transfer of 

the EI is the current gold standard for efficacious EPL reconstruction, although extension 

deficits of the index finger, as well as loss of pinch strength, have been noted following EI 

resection [17]. Cases in which only one extensor tendon to the index finger can be located 

necessitate alternative sources of graft transfer, most commonly palmaris longus. 

Ultrasound, or other imaging techniques, are used to verify the presence of the EI muscle-

tendon unit in preparation for surgical reconstruction [7, 13]. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

This cadaveric case report documents bilateral absence of the EI muscle-tendon 

unit and bilateral presence of additional tendon slips arising from the ED muscle, running 

parallel to the ED index tendon, inserting on the second digit. We hypothesize that 

variations in upper limb musculoskeletal development resulted in the rare bilateral absence 

of the EI muscle-tendon unit and bilateral presence of an additional tendon slip to the 

second digit arising from ED muscle belly. To summarize, preservation of hand dynamics 

through surgical reconstruction requires anticipation of anatomical variations of the hand 

and verification of the presence of both index tendons in order to avoid potential 

significant complications. 
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Figure 1. A. Normal right hand with extensor indicis present (dotted line); B, C. Left and 

right hands, respectively, with absent extensor indices. Additional tendinous slip arising 

from ED indicated by arrowhead. Key: 1 - Abductor Pollicis Longus, 2 - Extensor pollicis 

brevis, 3 - Extensor pollicis longus, 4 - Extensor digiti minimi, 5 - Extensor carpi ulnaris, 6 

- Extensor digitorum (reflected). 

 

Figure 2. A. Normal right hand with extensor indicis present (dotted line); B, C. Right and 

left hands, respectively, with additional tendinous slip (arrowhead) arising from ED. Key: 

1 - Abductor Pollicis Longus, 2 - Extensor pollicis brevis, 3 - Extensor pollicis longus, 6 - 

Extensor digitorum. 






